QUALITY POLICY

The policy of the DOCPATH Group, (hereinafter DOCPATH) with respect to Quality Management, is the to design, develop, and supply products and services in accordance with the requirements of our customers, the legal and regulatory applicable, without accepting any commitment that may affect to the quality of said products and services.

For this purpose, the DOCPATH Management is committed to complying with the Management policies developed in the company’s Strategic Plan, whose objective is the development and improvement of DOCPATH Management System, as well as ensuring that the provisions described in the Management Manual are respected by all interested parties within the organization context.

The Direction of DOCPATH will carry out, permanently, the evaluation of the application and effectiveness of these provisions, and will guarantee, when necessary, the evolution and improvement of our Management System. To that end, the company follows the process risk assessment methodology to prevent any deviations of, or non-conformities with, the Quality Management System.

DOCPATH Management will promote cooperation and mutual respect with interested parties so that all the objectives set are achieved and that customers receive the better attention and service on our part.

This Quality Policy is recognized, implemented and updated at all levels of the organization, and receives full commitment and support from DOCPATH Management. It is available as documented information and accessible to any parties involved which require access to the present Policy, within the organization context.